Encryption-decryption algorithm using a mapping can be done for encoding a digital text, such as two dimensional mapping derived from generalized ∆∆-sine Gordon equation.
Introduction
Cryptography is an attempt to secure digital data files (etc. text and images).
Cryptography, based on security keys, can be classified into two types of keys, symmetric keys and asymmetric keys [1] .
An efficient and effective encryption-decryption algorithm is a necessity in cryptography for data security. A simple encryption-description algorithm is implemented into a computer programming and produces a high degree of difficulty in finding the security key for opening the data is an absolute thing in Cryptography.
Encryption-decryption algorithm which involves mathematics in it can be found in ElGamal's article (1985) and the articles in the reference [2] .
Among Cryptographic encryption-decryption algorithms that use mathematical concepts, there is a Cryptographic encoding algorithm that involves mapping. For encoding in an image for example, Rinaldi (2012) has introduced the use of Arnold Cat Map (ACM) linear mapping [3] . Meanwhile, Arinten and Hidayat (2017) use Logistic Map (LM). Likewise with Ronsen, Arwin, and Indra (2014), they used ACM and Nonlinear Choatic Algorithm (NCA) in coding for an image [4, 5] .
Thus a mapping can be used as a means of building cryptographic encoding for a digital data (image).
With regard to digital text data, popular cryptographic algorithms used are public key algorithms, commonly referred to as asymmetric keys, for example the ElGamal public key [6] . While the use of a mapping for cryptographic algorithms text data is relatively little published.
In this article, we will discuss the use of mapping in cryptographic algorithms for text data. The mapping option used is a 3-dimensional nonlinear mapping derived from a generalized traveling wave solution ΔΔ-mKdV [9] .
This article is divided into four sections. In the first section an illustration of a descriptive algorithm is provided for cryptographic coding of text data using a 2-dimensional periodic nonlinear method. The second part, in the form of case studies, discusses cryptographic algorithms of text data using 2-dimensional mapping derived from the equation of a generalized traveling wave solution ΔΔ-sine Gordon. In the third part, the implementation of the cryptographic algorithm of text data into the Mathematic programming language. In the fourth section, the conclusions are briefly described in the results obtained in the previous section.
Encryption-Decryption Algorithm For Digital Text Submission Using Mapping: An Illustration
Look at the following nonlinear mapping:
( ini tempat untuk persamaan 1)
It can be examined that equation (1) is a 3-periodic nonlinear mapping with the parameter values α and η set as any but not zero.
For example: following text data
From Wolfram: Mathematica's ex extensive base of stateof-the-art algorithms, efficient handling of very long integers, and powerful built-in language make it uniquely suited to both research and implementation of cryptographic number theory. coding will be done using mapping (1) whose symmetrical key is selected from the parameters α and η. Descriptively, the encryption-decryption algorithm for example text like this can be done in the following way.
Encryption stage 1. Grouping Text into two parts, for example parts x (n) and y (n) with n ∈ N are the values of numeric data associated with text data. And assume the length of the text data l is the same that is l (x) = l (y) = m ∈ N.
2. Convert text data to numeric data. The ASCII code can be used or uses a selfmade encoding.
3. Do the mapping iteration process as much as r times with the provisions of g 0 < g r ; r ∈ N.
4. Select the parameter value α, η = 0 and make it as the key value.
Decryption Stages 1. Reuse the parameter value α, η = 0 which is the key value at encryption.
2. Perform the mapping iteration process provided until it reaches the r iteration, that is g r ; r ∈ N.
3. Convert numeric data into text data.
Finish.
The implementation of the descriptive algorithm above using Mathematica is given in the next section. Equation (3) is a form of traveling wave solution from ΔΔ-mKdV. It can be examined that the equation (3) is invariant for a transformation z1 -→ -z1, p -→ -p, and z1 ← → z2. Besides that it also fulfills the periodic nature, namely (i + z2, j -z1) Equation (4) can be stated as follows:
Digital Text Description-Encryption Algorithm
which is equivalent to the following three-dimensional mapping:
(ini adalah tempat untuk persamaan 5)
The equation in (5) is usually given a three-dimensional mapping derived from the generalized ∆∆-mKdV equation.
Look at equation (5). Suppose that ζn is a line in R 2 that is defined as (ini adalah tempat untuk defenisi ζn)
Suppose that θ is a parameter vector in R4: (θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4). Therefore, threedimensional statements can be reduced to a two-dimensional mapping, namely:
(ini adalah tempat untuk persamaan 6) where y = Vn + 1 and x = Vn + 2. It can be checked that the mapping in equation (6) Vn Vn + 1 has an integral (there is a function S: R2 → R so that S (+n + 1) = S (ζn) for all n ∈ N) [8] .
Implementation of Digital Text Data Encryption Algorithms Based on 2-Dimensional Mapping Using Mathematica
To implement a cryptographic algorithm into a computer program, a number of software can be used, such as Matlab and Mathematica. In this article, we will use
Mathematica that its rules and technical writing of this program in full in a reference written by Shifrin (2008) [10] .
Look at the descriptive algorithms presented in section 2. Against the text and 4-periodic mapping given in that section, the implementation of algorithms using
Mathematica is as follows. In Figure 1 given the conversion of text data to numerical data before and after mapping the first iteration ' s process is used. 
Conclusions
From the results obtained and discussed in the previous section, it can be concluded that the 3-dimensional mapping reduced to 2-dimensional mapping derived from the ΔΔ-mKdV equation can be used to design a text cryptography relatively easily. As the purpose of cryptography is data security, then the choice of a reversible mapping option can be used as an alternative choice of digital text encoding with a symmetric key selected non-zero parameter values. The results of this study, because the statement involved is a mapping that is reversing symmetry, then for the mapping and procedure of cryptographic algorithms used for an image, the request requires a measure preserving nature, and this will be an interesting advanced topic to study.
